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CORRESPONDENCE

designated course of psychotherapy of a particular

Psychological outcome of abortion

kind. However, from themomentofreferral, to selec Su@:In an era when the expressionof strident and
tion, engagement, working through, and finally polemical viewpoints concerning all aspectsof abor
termination of treatment, theseclients represent a tion has becomethe norm, cool-headedattempts at
progressivelyfiltered and highly selectedsubgroup. evaluating the psychologicaloutcome for the women
While they may, in a rather self-fulfilling way, fit the concerned are greatly needed. As such, the paper by
Westerntemplate of suitablecandidatesfor psycho Zolese & Blacker (Journal, June 1992, 160, 742â€”749)
therapy, they would not allow one to determine is to bewelcomed.
whether more or fewer non-Western people, corn
We feel, however, that the authors could have
pared with Western subjects, generally respond done more to highlight the difficulties in conducting
to â€˜¿Western'
psychotherapy. From a â€˜¿new'
cross
research in this area, particularly regarding the
cultural point of view, it may paradoxically be choice of control subjects.
of great interest to study the characteristicsof the
When the goal is simply to identify a population at
reject or dropout cases,and find out in what other risk of psychological dysfunction it is sufficient to
ways they can be engaged in a mutually agreed compare recipients of abortion with non-pregnant
form of healing, or to whom they go for alternative women of similar age. To isolate the effects, both
forms of help and why. Unfortunately, thesesub
mental and physical, of therapeutic abortion is rather
jects seemto be ignored in â€˜¿cross-cultural'
research more difficult, as there is no comparison group where
on psychotherapy.
confounding factors are small.
The thesis that â€˜¿Western'
psychotherapy is (not)
A relevant question hereis â€œ¿what
are the psycho
applicablefor non-Westernpeoplethereforeinvolves logical consequencesof denying an abortion?â€•.
two intrinsically complex factors, non-Western Thus onecomparison group might be womenwhose
peopleand â€˜¿Western'
psychotherapy,and is difficult
request for a termination is refused. Although in a
to test empirically. Psychotherapy has been said to lie
in the realms of rhetoric and hermeneutics. Its credi

bility isenhancedby invoking theprestigeof Western
sciencebut, paradoxically, is not scientifically ascer
tainable (Frank, 1988).If psychotherapistsseriously
want to study the question of cross-cultural appli
cation, they would have to move beyond value-laden

personal experience and single case reports to
examine, preferably with inter-disciplinary efforts
and culturally relevant models, specific dimensions
of psychotherapyin relation to specificsubgroupsof
non-Western people. However, the justification for
suchan endeavourmay deplorably bequestionedby
many therapists themselvesand the required cross
cultural methods and instruments are far from
being developedat this stage.Until then, discussion
on the question of cross-cultural applicability of
psychotherapy seemsto be mainly an emotional
one.
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â€˜¿Socrates'
symptom'
SIR: FÃ¶rstl
(Journal,June 1992, 160, 868â€”869)
reminds us of Socrates' experiences and behaviour
and suggests the term â€˜¿Socrates'
symptom' for the
combination of auditory hallucination and
cataplexia-like symptoms occurring in stressful situ
ations. Although

SING LEE

of pregnancy is widely

available this group might be more or lesspsycho
logically disturbed, the comparison seemsa worth
while one sincethis group would representthe only
possiblealternative outcome of an unwanted preg
nancy. The interestedreader is referred to an earlier

being a soldier in a time of war is

certainly stressful,Socratesseemsthe leastlikely per
sonto becomedisturbed by this, ashewasrenowned
as a man indifferent to physical pain and hardship
(Xenophon, Symposium) and indeed accepted his

own death â€˜¿philosophically'.
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